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Installation Instructions

Installation Instructions

 Install the cartridge into the filter housing by
unscrewing the cap on the top of the filter housing
and placing the cartridge inside. Remove plastic film
prior to placing filter inside the housing.

 Install the cartridge into the filter housing by
unscrewing the cap on the top of the filter housing
and placing the cartridge inside. Remove plastic film
prior to placing filter inside the housing.

 Be sure the rubber gaskets are in place, replace the
cap and screw it down tightly. NOTE: It is very
important to make sure the cap is screwed down
tightly or the pressure inside the housing may cause
a leak.
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important to make sure the cap is screwed down
tightly or the pressure inside the housing may cause
a leak.

 Initial Flushing Instructions: Run water through the
new filter until the water runs clear.

 Initial Flushing Instructions: Run water through the
new filter until the water runs clear.

Important:

Important:

 Filter should not be used where the water is
microbiologically unsafe, or with water of unknown
quality without adequate disinfection before and/or
after the filter.

 Filter should not be used where the water is
microbiologically unsafe, or with water of unknown
quality without adequate disinfection before and/or
after the filter.

 The “O” ring in the housing should be periodically
replaced and/or lubricated to prevent leakage.

 The “O” ring in the housing should be periodically
replaced and/or lubricated to prevent leakage.

 Be sure to keep filter away from heat sources.

 Be sure to keep filter away from heat sources.

 Change filter yearly or when rated capacity expires,
whichever comes first.

 Change filter yearly or when rated capacity expires,
whichever comes first.

 Components of this filter are FDA approved.

 Components of this filter are FDA approved.

Contents: 5M Carbon Block for R.O. System;
Item #7000311
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